
BULL TERRIER CLUB OF AMERICA NATIONAL SPECIALTY 

Huron, Ohio                                   October 21, 2018 
 

BEST OF BREED 

BEST OF VARIETY AND BEST NOHS – COLORED  

 

GCHB GRABO TESTAROSSA FORMULA FOR DRAMA 

 

Emred Blackmail   

Emred Devil’s Advocate   

    Emred Hells Bells  

SIRE:  GCh. Action Devil’s Apprentice by Formula   

     Ch. Stonebull Love That Action   

   GCh. Action Headed for Power    

     Ch. Action Head Over Heels II 

   

Lubjan Le Patron of Niroux 

Ch. Moonflower Scofield of Carradice 

Moonflower Celtic Girls 

 DAM:  GCh. Action’s Formula for a Queen, CGC 
Action One In a Million 

Ch. Action Drama Queen 

Action Voodoo Princess 

Breeders:  Krista Prater-Piles and Franne Berez, MD 

Owners:  Grace and Bob Thomas 

  



BULL TERRIER CLUB OF AMERICA NATIONAL SPECIALTY 

Huron, Ohio                                   October 21, 2018 
   

BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX TO BEST OF BREED 

BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX – COLORED  

 

GCH SANDSTONE’S HONKYTONK ANGEL 

             Tulsadoom Isakabuli           

  Emred Huntsman 

        Devil’s Diva of Emred 

SIRE:  GCh. Tulsadoom Abi Albon        

          Marshelsea Hellraiser 

               Tulsadoom Amba Umbhumbluzo                                 

                            Tulsadoom Silver Sarissa                                           

  

 

Javarke Jack Flash 

          Terjo’s The Vital Spark 

Terjo’s Touch Of Gold 

DAM:  Caben Making Muse-Ic with Sandstone 

Ch. Rocky Top’s Sundance Kid 

Ch. Paradox Muse-Ic To My Ears       

Bestuvall Color Copy N Action 

Breeders:  Ty and Melanie Whitehair, Jeanne Fournier-Fike, Scott Fike 

Owners:  Ty and Melanie Whitehair 

 

 



BULL TERRIER CLUB OF AMERICA NATIONAL SPECIALTY 

Huron, Ohio                                   October 21, 2018 
 

BEST OF VARIETY – WHITE  

 
 

GCHS AMAIZE SUPERNOVA 

    Lustyglaze Too Hot To Handle of Kilacabar 

         Alecto Kool Barracuda of Kilacabar       

        Minfford Emerald Isle of Kilacabar            

SIRE:  Ch. Yoeckydoe’s Gamin                     

             Yoeckydoe’s Yes It’s Me   

   Laureola’s Up To You                                 

                            Laureola’s Norma Jean                                    

 

Alecto Kool Barracuda of Kilacabar 

           Ch. Tulsadoom Chiyonofuji 

Tulsadoom Silver Sarissa 

DAM:  Ch. D Bar Lady Gaga Tulsadoom 

Ch. D Bar Bodacious 

Ch. D Bar Classy Lady       

Tulsadoom Diamond Diva 

Breeders:  Lisa Quiggle, John and Theresa Spurr, James Davis 

Owners:  Darrin Whitmer and Yasmin Valizadeh-Whitmer 

 

 

 

 

 



BULL TERRIER CLUB OF AMERICA NATIONAL SPECIALTY 

Huron, Ohio                                   October 21, 2018 

 

BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX - WHITE 

 
 

CH FORMULA COSMIC CONNECTION TO ACTION 

 

             Northern Thunder at Kilacabar           

     Rebelside John Wayne 

        Love Me Tomorrow Timar 

SIRE:  Ch. Action Cosmic Cowboy, CGC            

          Ch. Bestuvall Sho’ Is Hot 

               Action Classy Cowgirl                                

                             Ch. Dajan Classy Action                                            

  

 

Emred Huntsman 

           Padhen Hitman 

Padhen Precious Pearl 

DAM:  Ch. Kingfarm’s Going for Action 

Ch. Bestuvall Sho’ Is Hot 

Ch. Action Hot and Classy       

Ch. Dajan Classy Action 

Breeders | Owners:  Krista Prater-Piles and Franne Berez, MD 

 

 

 
    



BULL TERRIER CLUB OF AMERICA NATIONAL SPECIALTY 

COLORED WINNERS DOG AND BEST OF WINNERS 

 

GHOSTS AND GOBLINS BOLD AS BRASS 

COLORED RESERVE WINNERS DOG  

 
FORMULA SIGNING ON WITH PARADOX 

 Emred Devil’s Spy  Emred Huntsman 

 Emred Blackmail  Javarke Pitch Black 

 Emred Devil’s Kiss  Wanna Be Posh at Javarke 

SIRE:  Emred Devil’s Advocate DAM:  Chelsea’s Diva Von Saalewiesen  

 Emred Huntsman  Emred Daredevil 

Emred Hells Bells  Forever Heaven the Joker 

 Emred Devil’s Kiss  Seventh Heaven the Joker 

  

Breeders:  Markus Zethner 

Owners:  Melissa Holmes, Markus Zethner, Phil Brodeur 

 

 

 Ch. Tulsadoom Abi Albon   Tulsadoom Isakabuli 

 Megaville’s Visions  Emred Huntsman 

 Megaville She’s The One  Devil’s Diva of Emred 

SIRE:  Ch. Megaville’s Signing Off DAM:  Ch. Formula For the Power of Moonlight 

 Megaville Sardonicus  Ch. Stonebull Love that Action 

Terjo’s Here I Am at Megaville  GCh. Action Headed for Power 

 Javarke Calico of Terjo’s  Ch. Action Head Over Heels II 

  

Breeders:  Angela Cockburn and Krista Prater-Piles 

Owners:  Glenn Snyder and Krista Prater-Piles 

 

 



BULL TERRIER CLUB OF AMERICA NATIONAL SPECIALTY 

COLORED WINNERS BITCH 

 
SECONDTONONE CROWN JEWEL 

COLORED RESERVE WINNERS BITCH 

 
GLENTOM DARK SIDE OF THE MOON 

 Emred Huntsman  Ch. Stellar’s Southern Cross 

 GCH Rhydaman Frosty  Ch. Bestuvall Razor Redi Cut 

 Rhydaman Dream Catcher  Bestuvall Color Copy N Action 

SIRE:  GCHS Soquel Millenium Seafarer DAM:  Ch. Bestuvall Too Hot 2 Be Cool 

 Ch. Brummagem Spectacular Bid  Ch. Bestuvall Copy King N Action 

GCh. Soquel Millenium Black Fern  Bestuvall Too Hot To Copy 

 Ch. Brigadoon All Black Soquel  Ch. Bestuvall Believes She’s Hot 

  

Breeders:  Tami Shaw and Jan Dykema 

Owners:  Bill and Tami Shaw 

 Emred Daredevil   Ch. Juells Augustus of Magor 

 Emred Devil’s Spy  Ch. Windfall’s Starman of Bedrock 

 Emred Sweet Loretta  Ch. Windfall’s Belinda of Bedrock 

SIRE:  GCh. Glentom American Spy DAM:  Ch. Glentom Bad Moon on the Rise 

 Ch. Glentom Conquistador Seeking Silver  Ch. Victoria’s Grimaldi Windfall 

GCh. Glentom Rules Were Mint To Be Broken  Ch. Glentom Camelot Moon Over Monaco 

 Ch. Glentom I Have No Commint  Ch. Glentom Camelot Creole Moon N’ Stars 

  

Breeders:  Glenna Wright, Jessica and Aaron Graulau 

Owners:  Bridget and Nick Brewer, Glenna Wright 



BULL TERRIER CLUB OF AMERICA NATIONAL SPECIALTY 

WHITE WINNERS DOG AND BEST OF WINNERS 

 
CH MADCAP JUMP THE POND 

WHITE RESERVE WINNERS DOG 

 
BULDOR POWERPLAY AT FOXAIRN 

 

 Conrenium Dark Magician   Ch. Javarke Mr. Jingles 

 Emred Daredevil  Ch. Buoy’s Tri To Fly at Skyline 

 Devil’s Diva of Emred  Buoy Wendigo Bittersweet 

SIRE:  Emred Devil’s Spy DAM:  GCh. Madcap Jump the Broom 

 Tulsadoom Isakabuli  Ch. Madcap Veni Vidi Vici 

Emred Sweet Loretta  GCh. Madcap When In Rome, NAP NJP 

 Devil’s Diva of Emred  Ch. TNG N Buoy’s Concrete Blonde, RA NA 

NAJ AXP OAP 

  

Breeders:  Mark and Jane Lindquist 

Owners:  Heidi and Peter deGraaf, Mark and Jane Lindquist 

 Tulsadoom Isakabuli  Emred Daredevil 

 Emred Huntsman  Emred Devil’s Spy 

 Devil’s Diva of Emred  Emred Sweet Loretta 

SIRE:  Ch. Formula Power Up for Action DAM:  Ch. Buldor Devil in a Red Dress 

 Ch. Stonebull Love That Action  Emred Huntsman 

GCh. Action Headed for Power  GCh. Bullayr Piece of my Heart at Buldor 

 Action Head Over Heels II  Ch. Scarlet Moon The Joker 

  

Breeders: Dorothy and Alki Bassakyros 

Owners:  Margaret Beisel-McIlwaine, Sanderson McIlwaine, Dorothy and Alki Bassakyros  
 

 

 



BULL TERRIER CLUB OF AMERICA NATIONAL SPECIALTY 

WHITE WINNERS BITCH  

 
ACTION FORMULA FOR A DRAMA PRINCESS 

WHITE RESERVE WINNERS BITCH  

 
NUANCE NEXT BIG THING 

 Ch. Tulsadoom Abi Albon  GCh. Crescent Silmaril Shadofax  

  Megaville’s Visions  GCh. Aragon’s Ruffin Around  

 Megaville She’s The One  Ch. Horizon’s Harmony of Aragon  

SIRE:  Ch. Megaville’s Signing Off DAM:  GCh. Nuance Naughty or Nice, BN RI CGC TKN RATO NSD  

 Megaville’s Sardonicus  Ch. Silmaril Scarlet Knight  

Terjo’s Here I am at Megaville   Ch. Nuance Nonsense, RATS  

 Javarke Calico of Terjo’s  Nuance Nonconformance  

   

Breeder | Owner:  Cleo Parker 

 

 

 

 

 

 Emred Blackmail  Lubjan Le Patron of Niroux 

 Emred Devil’s Advocate  Ch. Moonflower Scofield of Carradice 

 Emred Hells Bells  Moonflower Celtic Girls 

SIRE:  GCh. Action Devil’s Apprentice by Formula DAM:  GCh. Action’s Formula for A Queen 

 Ch. Stonebull Love That Action  Action One in A Million 

GCh. Action Headed for Power  Ch. Action Drama Queen 

 Ch. Action Head Over Heels II  Action VooDoo Princess 

  

Breeders | Owners:  Krista Prater-Piles and Franne Berez, MD 

 



BULL TERRIER CLUB OF AMERICA NATIONAL SPECIALTY 

COLORED SELECT DOG  

 
GCH MAGOR GALACTIC AGENT 

COLORED SELECT BITCH  

 
CH HAWTHORN EARRACH ARDAIGH 

 

 Marshelsea Devil May Cry  Alecto Kool Barracuda at Kilacabar   

 Tulsadoom Isakabuli   Ch. Dazlin Defiance   

 Tulsadoom Silver Sarissa  Cabriol Geisha Girl of Kilacabar   

SIRE:  Emred Huntsman DAM:  Magor Moulin Rouge    

 Emred Devil’s Chance  Can|Am Ch. Lonestar Whole Lota of Hoopla   

Devil’s Diva of Emred  Ch. Magor Margo of Misk   

 Brindle Beck of Bilston  Ch. Magor Lady in Red of Misk   

    

Breeders:  Darcy Lawson, Bernie Buchannon, Gordon and Norma Smith 

Owners:  Diane Davis, Gordon and Norma Smith 

  

 Silver Bullet the Joker at Javarke  Emred Blackmail 

 Teirwgwyn Son of a Gun at Meilow  Emred Devil’s Advocate 

 Borsalino Chwear Nikita of Teirwgwyn  Emred Hells Bells 

SIRE:  Zappy Zack Timar DAM:  Ch. Emred Devil’s Belle 

 Taylajay Look No Further  Emred Huntsman 

Tinkle Bell Timar  Emred Heatwave 

 Nelly Navara Timar  Emred Devil’s Essence 

  

Breeder | Owner:  Paul O’Driscoll  

 



BULL TERRIER CLUB OF AMERICA NATIONAL SPECIALTY 

WHITE SELECT DOG 

 
CH URBANBULLY LOCKDOWN 

 Ch. Tulsadoom Abi Albon  Bullbrand The Uprising  

 Megaville’s Visions  Hells Boy by Ukusa  

 Megaville She’s The One  Kenine Sweet by Nature at Ukusa  

SIRE:  Ukusa Quagmire  DAM:  Ch. Ukusa Darkqueen at Urbanbully  

 Charishalee Defiant Ghost  Bullyview Entertainment at Lydsyll  

Kenine Sweet by Nature at Ukusa  Ukusa Soliloquy  

 Warsarby Newton Girl  Ukusa Cosmopolitan  

   

Breeders:  L and M Pickering  
Owners:  Humberto Lara Romero and Arnoldo Salazar Salas 

 

 

WHITE SELECT BITCH AND BEST NOHS 

 
GCH WENDIGO PHILGIN DEVILISH DIVA AT PARADIGM 

 Ch. Sarajeni Rockn at Philgin  Ch. Sarajeni Rockn at Philgin 

 GCh. Corsaire The Courier  Ch. Philgin Goodfella  

 Corsaire Dancing Cloud  Philgin Wendigo Auto Focus 

SIRE:  GCh. OC Corsaire Devilish Delight @ Dogmore O’Malvern DAM:  Ch. Wendigo Breaking Bad  

 Ch. Corsaire Chromehoss O’Tearock  Kiladagh Northern Cross at Dazlin 

Ch. OC Harbour Lights O’Malvern  Ch. Wendigo Buoy Northern Exposure 

 Malvern Valentine  Buoy’s Wendigo Sarah in Sable 

  

Breeders:  Elizabeth Hennessy DVM and Philip Brodeur 
Owners:  Melissa Walsh, Shane Holmes, Elizabeth Hennessy and Philip Brodeur 

 

 

 



BULL TERRIER CLUB OF AMERICA NATIONAL SPECIALTY 

COLORED AWARD OF MERIT 

 
GCH MADCAP JUMP OVER THE MOON, OAP NAP NJP 

COLORED AWARD OF MERIT 

 
GCH ACTION COSMIC KISS 

 Conrenium Dark Magician  Ch. Javarke Mr. Jingles   

 Emred Daredevil  Ch. Buoy’s Tri To Fly at Skyline   

 Devil’s Diva of Emred  Buoy Wendigo Bittersweet   

SIRE:  Emred Devil’s Spy DAM:  GCh. Madcap Jump The Broom    

 Tulsadoom Isakabuli  Ch. Madcap Veni Vidi Vici   

Emred Sweet Loretta  GCh. Madcap When in Rome, NAP NJP   

 Devil’s Diva of Emred  Ch. TNG N Buoy’s Concrete Blond, RA NA  

  NAJ AXP OAP 

  

    

Breeders | Owners:  Jane and Mark Lindquist, Jun and Irv Krukenkamp   

 Northern Thunder at Kilacabar  Emred Huntsman   

 Rebelside John Wayne  Padhen Hitman   

 Love Me Tomorrow Timar  Padhen Precious Pearl   

SIRE:  Ch. Action Cosmic Cowboy, CGC DAM:  Ch. Kingfarm’s Going for Action    

 Ch. Bestuvall Sho’ Is Hot  Ch. Bestuvall Sho’ Is Hot   

Action Classy Cowgirl  Ch. Action Hot and Classy   

 Ch. Dajan Classy Action  Ch. Dajan Classy Action   

    

Breeders:  Krista Prater-Piles and Franne Berez, MD 

Owners:  Alisha Hagen and Franne Berez, MD 
 

  



BULL TERRIER CLUB OF AMERICA NATIONAL SPECIALTY 

WHITE AWARD OF MERIT 

CH BOBKAT WHITE HOT INDULGENCE TD 

WHITE AWARD OF MERIT 

GCH MADCAP JUMP FOR JOY TKN TKI 

Ch. Stellar’s Southern Cross Ch. Action Headed for Fame 

Ch. Bestuvall Razor Redi-Cut Ch. Action Head Games 

Bestuvall Color Copy N Actiom Dajan Classy Action 

SIRE:  GCh. Bestuvall White Hot DAM:  GCh. Apprentice Heroine at Bobkat 

Ch. Bestuvall Copy King N Action Apprentice Man-In Action 

Bestuvall Too Hot To Copy Zayadi’s Hurricane Hallie 

Ch. Bestuvall Believes She’s Hot Bestuvall Photocopy N Action 

Breeders:  Katherine Gardner, Cynthia Perrott and Mary Kay Carter 

Owners:  Katherine Gardner and Cynthia Perrott 

Conrenium Dark Magician Ch. Javarke Mr. Jingles 

Emred Daredevil Ch. Buoy’s Tri To Fly at Skyline 

Devil’s Diva of Emred Buoy Wendigo Bittersweet 

SIRE:  Emred Devil’s Spy DAM:  GCh. Madcap Jump The Broom  

Tulsadoom Isakabuli Ch. Madcap Veni Vidi Vici 

Emred Sweet Loretta GCh. Madcap When in Rome, NAP NJP 

Devil’s Diva of Emred Ch. TNG N Buoy’s Concrete Blond, RA NA  

NAJ AXP OAP 

Breeders:  Jane and Mark Lindquist, Irv and June Krukenkamp 

Owners:  Annie Glaser, Jane and Mark Lindquist 
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October 21, 2018 

Judge:  Victoria Corse 

Thank you to the BTCA and its members for the privilege of judging the National Specialty, and 

for exhibiting your dogs to me. It was a real pleasure to judge so many animals that I had not yet 

had the pleasure of seeing, and to realize the lovely depth of quality that we have in this country. Thank 

you also to my efficient ring stewards, Mary Remer and Scott Ibbitson, and to Ann Radford, our Show 

Secretary, for the massive job of getting all the minutiae of a show this size in order. Ann was also 

kind enough to proofread 46 individual critiques for me; any remaining mistakes are my sole 

responsibility! 

Kudos to the Golden Triangle BTC for taking on the monumental task of hosting a Silverwood Trophy 

and National Specialty Weekend; it’s not an event for the faint of heart, and there are usually a few 

stalwarts who bear the brunt. Like every dog club, the BTCA and our member clubs would be helpless 

without the incredible volunteers. And, a million blessings on our crazy, stubborn, beautiful Bull 

Terriers, without whom none of this would be happening. Love you, you mad creatures; all of you. 

Victoria 

COLORED 

Puppy Dogs 6-9 Months 

First (106) 

Pichilli’s JAVARKE ARGENT AT ENERGON (Unfailing Jack Frost ex Gwrach Dryll Des Pirates 

D’Orthog) Brindle & white boy, alone in his class. Long, nicely turned head which could use more power 

and width from the eyes down, and perfect bite. He’s still extremely immature, only days past his six-

month birthday; needs time to develop musculature and confidence. He’s quite well made but is 

long cast at this stage. Movement was adequate, but gawky, not surprising for a baby this age. He 

seemed a bit overwhelmed by the ring but settled in as he progressed. 

12-18 Months Dogs 

First (605) 

Murphy, Johnson, a n d  Dominico’s BALLY’S HANK YOU VERY MUCH (GCH Soquel 

Millenium Seafarer ex CH Debully Snow Angel) Bite correct, in a powerful head with nice muzzle 

strength and good ears with well-placed dark eyes. He would benefit from a bit more fill under the 

eyes to smooth out his profile. He’s a rich red & white youngster, just under 16 months, and has not 

yet put on adult substance, or settled into his skin. He has good bone for his moderate size and is short-

coupled. At this point, he is a bit high in the rear, and his movement is affected by his rear trying to 

overtake his front. Lovely, friendly boy with charming attitude. 

Second (603) 

Fernandez and Poole’s ROCKY TOP’S DAY DREAMER (CH Unbeatable Arnold’s Eos Tanagros 

ex CH Rocky Top’s Sunshine On A Rainy Day) Moderately sized, solid black-brindle & white 

youngster, wildly excited by his time in the Big Ring, which made movement difficult to assess. He 

lacks the maturity and substance of the red dog in first. He has a pretty profile, with adequate width & fill 

and a perfect bite. Eyes are dark and well-placed, ears were not being utilized. His bone is appropriate 

to his size, and he has beautifully shaped rear quarters. A bit better shoulder angulation would improve 

his silhouette. 

Third (607) 

Whitman and Scott APPRENTICE WHOZURDADDY INDULGENCE (CH Apprentice Finnegan 

Begin Again CA ex Apprentice Tallulah of Kindred Spirit) Brindle & White) 

  



Bred By Exhibitor Dogs 

First (609) 

D’Aquila’s CREEKSIDE FORGED BY FIRE (CH Emred Fire Spy ex CH Emred Devil Wears Black) 

Upstanding red & white, with a long gently turned head, good muzzle strength and bite just off level. 

He has tidy ears, dark eyes that could be more obliquely set. He’s moderately sized, with round bone 

appropriate to his weight, nice return of upper arm gives him a lovely pro-sternum. I’d prefer more 

shoulder layback, and slightly less length over the loin. Rear quarters are well muscled and nicely 

angulated. He’s well-balanced front to rear and moves cleanly all ways of the ring. Showed really well; 

very in tune with his handler and in beautiful condition. First in the class for his type, soundness and 

balance. 

Second (611) 

Wright, Teitel and Paule GLENTOM NEVER THE FOOL (GCH Glentom Fools Fortune ex CH 

Glentom Mint to Have The Last Word) Brindle & white boy, with a pretty head, good profile and 

reasonable width and fill, with a bite just off level. He’s got good bone and substance but lacks the 

maturity and hard substance of the first-place dog. He moves reasonably well, carries a bit more height 

over the loin than #1. He’s really well-angulated through the shoulder and upper arm, but his rear 

quarters need to develop further to balance him. At only 14 months old, he wasn’t sure what he was 

supposed to be doing but has time on his side. 

American Bred Dogs  

First (613) 

Brodeur and Hennessy’s WENDIGO PHILGIN BLACK IS THE NEW WHITE (Philgin Perfect 

Storm ex Wendigo Breaking Bad) Eye-catching solid black brindle dog, with the head-on expression of 

a devil; dark, triangular little eyes, and neat little ears right on top of his beautifully filled and turned head. 

He has a strong muzzle; his bite is regrettably wrong. He has good round bone, tidy cat feet, and 

better than average shoulder angulation. He has an extremely short back, with a bit more rise over the 

loin than the ideal and is very angulated behind. He would benefit from more substance in his rear 

quarters to give him better balance. Movement was difficult to assess, as he was disinclined to take 2 

steps in any one direction at a time. 

Open Dogs 

First (615) 

Holmes, Zethner and Brodeur’s GHOSTS ‘N GOBLINS BOLD AS BRASS (Emred Devil’s Advocate 

ex Chelsea’s Diva von Saalewiesen) This is an eye-catching, mature and well-marked brindle & white 

of impressive bone and substance. His head is long, strong, well filled and beautifully turned with a 

perfect bite. He has tidy ears and well-placed and shaped eyes, big round bone and a ramrod straight 

front, with good cat feet. His well- arched neck leads to better than average shoulder layback and a 

short, strong topline. His rear quarters are well-angulated; they would be improved with more 

development of muscle in the second thigh, but he uses what he has well, and moves with power and 

drive; gave his handler a workout. I awarded him Winners Dog for his imposing substance, quality of 

head and structure, and lovely arrogance.  WINNERS DOG AND BEST OF WINNERS 

Second (617) 

Snyder and Prater-Piles’ FORMULA SIGNING ON WITH PARADOX (CH Megaville’s Signing 

off ex CH Formula For The Power of Moonlight) Another mature and impressive dog; he’s a heavy 

boned, black-brindle and white. His head is wide and powerful, gently turned, with good strength down 

to the muzzle. I preferred the smoother profile of the 1st place dog. He has good incisors, one canine 

tight in the gum. He has considerable substance and depth of body, appropriate to his Bull-type physique. 

He would benefit from more length of neck and angulation through the shoulder and upper arm. His rear 

quarters are massively muscled and well angulated, which tends to overpower his front end. His 

masculine virtue and overall power earned him Reserve Winners Dog.  RESERVE WINNERS DOG 

 

Puppy Bitches 6-9 Months 

First (600) 

Wolf, Theiss and Robards’ VIMANA VALENTINO QUO VADIS (GCH York Dark Moon Rising ex 

Valentino Sinabar Bedazzled at Vimana) Pretty red and white baby with a lovely headpiece; smooth 

profile, dark eyes and tidy ears, with good fill and strength. Her bite is incorrect, with one canine 



tight in the gum. She needs more length and angulation of her upper arm and more layback of shoulder, 

but she has a strong topline, and beautifully angulated, powerful rear quarters. She was impressively well 

behaved for a baby this age; she showed like a little dream, with movement clean all ways of the ring. 

She’s going to be fun to watch. 

Puppy Bitches 9-12 Months 

First (602) 

Shaw’s SECONDTONONE CROWN JEWEL (GCH Soquel Millenium Seafarer ex CH Bestuvall Too 

Hot 2 Be Cool) Pretty, compact brindle & white bitch, with a lovely feminine head, gently turned profile, 

good width, fill and muzzle strength, with incisors scissors, and one canine tight in the gum. Her eyes are 

dark, well-placed, and tiny, ears are on top of her head, if a bit generous. She has lovely round bone, 

leading to tight cat feet, and a deep body, I’d like a little more leg to improve her balance. She moves 

with excellent drive, powering off strong, well-bent rear quarters. Her movement is better going away 

than coming towards, as she could have a tighter front. She never let down; showed full on the entire 

time she was in the ring. Winners Bitch for her feminine strength and overall breed quality.  WINNERS 

BITCH 

12-18 Months Bitches 

First (604) 

Uplinger’s IMPERIAL KISS KISS BANG BANG (GCH Brookbully Big Bang ex GCH Imperial 

Kiss After Dark) Fancy dark brindle & white young bitch, she has a gorgeous, powerful egg head, 

with excellent width, fill and muzzle power, accompanied by a beautifully curved profile and good 

finish. Her incisors and canines are incorrect. She has a strong, graceful neck, but fails to hold her topline 

behind the withers. Her shoulder angulation is better than average, and she is well angulated in the rear, 

as well. At 16 months, she still has some growing and developing to do. She’s beautifully presented; 

shows like she was born to it and moves freely all ways of the ring. 

Second (606) 

Whitman and Young’s APPRENTICE ALTER EGO’S INDULGENCE (GCH Apprentice Finnegan 

Begin Again CA ex Apprentice Tallulah Of Kindred Spirit) Substantial brindle and white bitch, with a 

powerful, rather angular head, her bite is just off. She has good round bone, with quite a lot of leg under 

her. Her body is deep and substantial, her rear quarters are well angulated. Her balance would be 

improved by better length and layback of her shoulder construction. Well presented, in good condition, 

and moved well all ways of the ring. 

Third (608) 

McColl’s SLY EYES THIS PIGLET FLIES (Red Rockin Kid at Sly Eyes ex Sly Eyes All This 

Piglicious) 

Bred By Exhibitor Bitches 

First (610) 

Wright and Brewer’s GLENTOM DARK SIDE OF THE MOON (GCH Glentom American Spy ex 

CH Glentom Bad Moon On The Rise) Typey, solid brindle girl, still immature, but a lovely turned and 

filled headpiece, with neat ears and wicked eyes. Bite is level with good canines. She doesn’t have the 

width of head and muzzle power of the WB. Lovely straight front, with bone adequate for her size, 

and that varminty expression gave her the guns for RWB. I’d prefer more shoulder layback to tighten 

and shorten her topline, and a bit more bend of stifle, but she has good balance front to rear, and she 

moves cleanly all ways of the ring. I love a good solid; and I’m looking forward to watching this girl 

mature. She was immaculate and gleaming and did her baby best to cooperate.  RESERVE WINNERS 

BITCH 

American Bred Bitches 

First (612) 

Prater-Piles’ FORMULA DELICIOUSLY DRAMATIC (GCH Action Devil’s Apprentice by 

Formula ex GCH Action’s Formula For A Queen) Terrier-style brindle & white girl; at 19 months, 

she’s still quite immature and has not filled out in body. She has a pretty profile but would benefit from 

more strength throughout the head. Her ears are tidy, she has dark eyes, and a bite just off level. Her 

nice neck leads to a topline both short and strong, and she is well angulated front and rear. She moves 

cleanly, although without a lot of reach and drive. She needs to develop more power and substance 



overall. Well presented, in hard condition. 

Open Bitches 

First (614) 

Hooks and Berez’ ACTION HEAD ENCHANTRESS (CH Action Headed For Fame ex Action 

First Class) Heavyweight brindle and white; long, strong head with good muzzle strength and a 

gentle profile with good finish, she has scissors incisors, with one canine in-standing. She has great 

depth of body, could use more bone for her size and did not appear to be thrilled about being in the 

ring. She’s balanced front to rear but could use more angulation at both ends. Her biggest issue was 

condition; she was quite soft, and her coat was dull. Her movement was clean and balanced but lacked 

drive.   

Veteran Bitches 

First (618) 

Pytko’s CH BYRON’S PIECE OF MY HEART (CH Bestuval Razor Redi-Cut ex Byron’s Queen Of 

The Hop) Black brindle & white lady, with a dramatic profile in a powerful head, her bite just off. She 

still has wonderful bone and substance and was proudly showing off her 10-year-old strut. I watched 

this oldie as a ring-shy youngster, and it really does my heart good to see her enjoying herself in the 

ring. 

Second (616) 

Searles and Dussault’s  LEGACY SHE’S DYNAMITE OF WINDSOR (CH Victoria’s Grimaldi 

Windfall ex Winsor’s Hope Springs Eternal) Another healthy, happy ten-year-old, with a lovely 

filled and gently turned head, bite just off. She doesn’t have the bone and substance of the first-place bitch, 

but it’s an absolute testament to the breeding programs that produced each of these girls to see them 

so energetic and happy in the ring. 

BEST OF VARIETY, NOHS, AND BEST OF BREED (629) 

Thomas’ GCHB GRABO TESTAROSSA FORMULA FOR DRAMA (GCH Action Devil’s 

Apprentice by Formula ex GCH Action’s Formula For A Queen) I haven’t had the pleasure of going 

over this red & white dog before, and a pleasure it was. He has a beautiful fat head, with a big wide 

muzzle and deep underjaw holding a perfect scissors bite, with correct canines. His profile is a lovely 

curve, without being overdone; eyes are dark and well set, with neat ears. He has wonderful bone for 

his moderate size, running straight down to tidy cat feet. He has better than average angulation in both 

his forehand and his rear quarters, and moves as he’s made, with great drive off his well-angulated 

rear. He has a broad chest, short, deep body and is in beautifully hard condition and gleaming coat. He 

is still under two years old, but is incredibly mature, without being coarse. It was lovely to have such a 

deserving dog in a ring full of quality. BOV and BOB 

BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX AND BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX TO BEST OF BREED (624) 

Whitehair’s GCH SANDSTONE’S HONKYTONK ANGEL (GCH Tulsadoom Abi Albon ex 

Caben Making Muse-Ic With Sandstone) Cobby, typey red & white bitch, absolutely my “cup of tea”, 

with a lovely turned, filled head, tiny ears right on top of her head, and dark, well-placed eyes. She 

has a big wide muzzle, good strength of underjaw and her bite is just off, canines correct. She has 

excellent bone for her size, running right to the ground. She could have used a bit more angulation in 

her forehand, her super-short back led to a trifle high tail carriage, but her heavy muscling and rock-

hard conditioning added to her impressive power on the move. Her body is deep, with a broad chest, 

and a rear end like a quarter horse. I just loved her; would have taken her home in a second. BOS and 

BOS TO BOB  

SELECT DOG (621) 

Davis and Smith’s GCH MAGOR GALACTIC AGENT (Emred Huntsman ex Magor Moulin 

Rouge) It was enormously gratifying to see this well-known fawn and white dog looking so fit and 

healthy; he’s never looked better. He has a beautifully powerful head, with ears right on top of his head, 

eyes are dark, could be a bit more triangular. His bite is just off, canines correct, in a wonderfully broad, 

deep jaw. His bone is heavy and round, front and rear angles are balanced and he moves 

beautifully. He’s short backed, masculine and impressive, and he is immaculately presented in rock-

hard condition, loving every minute in the ring. 



SELECT BITCH (622) 

O’Driscoll’s CH HAWTHORN EARRACH ARDAIGH (Zappy Zack Timar ex CH Emred Devil’s 

Belle) Rich brindle and white bitch, with a lovely long, strong head, gentle turn to good finish and 

strong muzzle. She has a level bite with correct canines, well-placed dark eyes, and carries her ears 

well, although I’d like them higher on her head. She is very nicely balanced front to rear, moves very 

well. She has good bone for her moderate size; a bit more angulation at both ends would improve 

her silhouette. She has impressive virtues and minimal faults. Lovely bitch to work with in the 

whelping box and showed like a bomb. 

AWARD OF MERIT (632) 

Lindquist and Krukenkamp’s GCH MADCAP JUMP OVER THE MOON, NAP, NJP (Emred 

Devil’s Spy ex GCH Madcap Jump The Broom) Brindle and white, mature and substantial with a 

really lovely filled and turned head and exceptionally good forequarters, tidy ears, well-placed and 

shaped eyes. Her bite is just off, canines are correct. She is not as well developed in the rear quarters as 

her impressive front end, and her movement reflects that. Very virtuous bitch, with a lot to offer the breed, 

impeccably conditioned and presented. 

AWARD OF MERIT (640) 

Hagen and Berez’ GCH ACTION COSMIC KISS (CH Action Cosmic Cowboy ex Kingsfarm 

Going For Action) I judged this red & white bitch back in March; she has matured considerably. She 

has a beautiful egg of a head, lovely dark and well-placed eyes, tidy ears, and a strong, deep muzzle. 

her incisors are correct, one canine is instanding. She’s a big girl, without being coarse. Good round 

bone, impressively well-angulated rear end, with beautiful muscle development. Her front angulation is 

a bit upright, and she could use a bit less length over the loin. Beautifully presented, in excellent 

condition. 

WHITE 

Puppy Dogs 6-9 Months 

First (701) 

Beisel-McIlwaine, McIlwaine and Bassakyros’ BULDOR POWERPLAY AT FOXAIRN (CH 

Formula Power Up For Action ex CH Buldors Devil In A Red Dress) What an eye-catching puppy; 

very much a baby, but with a lovely head, nice turn and width, with a wicked little eye and tidy ears. 

He has correct incisors, with one canine tight. Only eight months old, it’s apparent that he has the 

framework to build on. He has round bone down to his cat feet, a short strong topline and beautifully 

angulated and muscled rear quarters. I’d like a bit more shoulder layback. He moves freely, and jauntily. 

Cheerful, outgoing temperament, gleaming white coat and beautifully presented. I’ll be watching him 

with great interest as he grows up. That nice silhouette combined with his wicked little eye and varmint 

head-on expression powered him to Reserve Winners Dog.  RESERVE WINNERS DOG 

Second (703) 

Bassakyros and Hasted’s BULDOR BREAKOUT TO BYCROSS (CH Formula Power Up for 

Action ex CH Buldors Devil In A Red Dress) Similar in type to the first-p lace  dog (and is his 

littermate), another nicely made youngster with a good strong head, with correctly placed dark eyes, 

and nice width and turn. His incisors are correct, with one tight canine. His bone is good for his size, 

and he’s balanced in his front and rear angles, moving well all ways of the ring. They’re a lovely pair. 

Third (705) 

Croucher’s GRABO ACIE HOLIDAY MOON (GCH Grabo Testarossa Formula for Drama ex 

GCHB Whistlestop N Bestuvall Paper Moon) 

12-18 Months Dogs 

First (709) 

Salas’ ROCKY TOP’S DREAMS COME TRUE AT ARNOLD’S (Unbeatable Arnold Eos 

Tanagros ex CH Rocky Top’s Sunshine On A Rainy Day) Big youngster, with heavy bone, and a 

smooth head; he could use a bit more turn of profile but has good width and fill and a perfect bite. 

He’s very “bull”, I’d like to see a bit more length of leg for better balance. He doesn’t hold his topline 

well on the move but has good reach and drive. Well presented, and in good condition. 



Second (707) 

Blackwell and Poole’s ROCKY TOP’S DREAMBOAT (Unbeatable Arnold Eos Tanagros ex CH 

Rocky Top’s Sunshine On A Rainy Day) Second class of littermates. Really pretty profile, and wicked 

little eye on this boy; he, too, has a perfect bite. He has more leg under him than the first-place 

dog, and a stronger topline, but isn’t carrying the same bone, substance and muscle as his brother. 

He seems less mature and slower to develop, but they’re still only sixteen months and have time to 

grow up. 

Bred By Exhibitor Dogs 

First (711) 

Clayton’s SORABULLY’S SUSHI’S ICHIBAN (GCH Sandstone’s Honkytonk Heartbreaker at 

Broken Arrow ex Sorabully’s Runs Her Own Race) Huge bone and substance in this very masculine 

youngster. He has a long head with correct incisors, one canine tight in gum; could use more fill 

under the eyes to improve his profile; he has good finish and a powerful muzzle. Chest is broad, 

front is straight, carrying bone all the way to his feet. Moved well all ways of the ring, powering from a 

well-angulated and heavily muscled rear. Well presented, showed his socks off. Carrying a bit more 

condition than ideal. 

Second (713) 

Davis’ ENVOY MVP (GCH Magor Galactic Agent ex CH Envoy Return To Rome) Smooth, 

gently turned profile, with good eyes and ear set; well filled but not the muzzle strength of the first-

place dog. He has a level bite, nice reach of neck, excellent bone and a clean front. His shoulder and 

upper arm angles are better than average. He has quite a steep croup, leading to rear quarters that 

are significantly more angulated than his front end, affecting his movement. He looks as though he 

is still waiting to put adult muscle and substance on his frame. Beautifully presented, in hard muscled 

condition. He has a mismark at his tail-base. 

Third (715) 

Snider, Roberts and Zindars’ ACCLAIM’S RELEASE THE KRAKEN (CH Action Cosmic Cowboy 

ex GCH Acclaim Rose of Sharon) 

AMERICAN BRED DOGS 

First (719) 

Wolf and Snider’s ACCLAIM’S OUT OF THE COSMIC BLUE (CH Action Cosmic Cowboy ex 

GCH Acclaim Rose of Sharon) Strapping big dog, huge bone and substance, with good dark eyes and 

well-placed ears. He has a scissor bite, with correct canines. I’d prefer more fill under the eyes and 

width down to the muzzle. He has a straight front, and a broad chest. He could use more length of 

forearm and layback of shoulder. Rear quarters are well-angulated and developed, and he moves with 

good drive from the rear, a little more restricted in front. Well presented and in excellent coat and 

condition. 

OPEN DOGS 

First (721) 

Lindquist and DeGraaf’s MADCAP JUMP THE POND (Emred Devil’s Spy ex GCH Madcap Jump 

The Broom) Beautifully made, mature dog, carrying red. His head is magnificent, with piercing 

expression, and tidy ears right on top of his head; his bite is wrong. While heavy boned and masculine, 

there’s nothing clumsy or coarse about him. Lovely front, right down to his tight feet; a solid topline 

lead to a really well-angulated and powerful rear. He moves particularly well, reaching out from his 

good shoulder construction, and driving from those rear quarters. He shows like a bomb; in immaculate 

condition and ideal weight. He was an easy Winners Dog for me.  WINNERS DOG AND BEST OF 

WINNERS 

6-9 Month Puppy Bitches 

First (700) 

Sodomsky’s MALAJO’S PRIMA DIVA (GCH Action Devil’s Apprentice by Formula ex Malajo’s 

Prima Donna of Paradox) Barely seven months old, and still very much a baby, she’s a big, upstanding 

girl, with a long head, well-placed and shaped eyes and a perfect bite. At this stage she still needs 

more fill under the eyes to smooth out her profile. She has very good bone, a nice straight front 

and a lot of substance for such a young dog. She’s currently growing in two pieces; her quarters are 



more developed than her forehand, so she is high in the rear. She was very enthusiastic about the 

whole experience, so movement was hard to assess. doG bless her handler for limitless patience; I look 

forward to seeing how she develops over the next year. 

12-18 Month Bitches 

First (704) 

Bozian’s EMRED DEVIL’S MOON OF BULLAYR (Emred Devil’s TriStar ex Emred Dear 

Prudence) Terrier style bitch, with a long head and scissors bite, with correct canines. She has well-

placed ears and good eyes, needs more width and fill to give the “egg” its rounded shape. She has a nice 

neck, leading to a short back and nicely angulated and developed rear. Her forehand needs more 

angulation and layback, as she doesn’t hold her topline behind the withers. She was well presented, in 

excellent condition, and moves better going away than coming. 

Bred By Exhibitor Bitches 

First (710) 

Prater Piles and Berez’ ACTION FORMULA FOR A DRAMA PRINCESS (GCH Action 

Devil’s Apprentice by Formula ex GCH Actions Formula For A Queen) This is a really stunning young 

bitch; her head is a beautiful egg, with profile, width and fill. Her eyes are tiny, dark and beautifully 

oblique, ears right on top of her head and in constant use. It’s always something… her incisors are 

incorrect, and the canines are wrong. She has good bone and substance; a short, strong topline and well-

bent and muscled rear. Her front is not quite as clever; she could use more length and layback of the 

angles in her shoulders, so she moves better going than coming. She has enormous power packed into 

her moderately sized body, and despite her faults, her virtue demanded Winners Bitch.  WINNERS 

BITCH 

Second (708) 

Parker’s NUANCE NEXT BIG THING (CH Megaville’s Signing Off ex GCH Nuance Naughty Or 

Nice BN RN CGC TKN RATO) Moderate and correct girl, with a pretty head; nice length, width and 

fill and a perfect bite. I’d like a bit more turn of profile. She’s cleanly made, balanced front to rear, 

and has bone and substance appropriate to her size. She has a beautiful, straight front, nice feet, and 

an elegant neck, leading to a strong topline and well angulated quarters. She could use more length 

of upper arm and layback of shoulder. She moves as she’s made, clean coming and going and with 

good drive from the side. More overall power and “oomph” would lift her into another dimension, but 

she’s a nice mix of “presence of virtue” and “lack of fault” that was more than sufficient for Reserve 

Winners Bitch.  RESERVE WINNERS BITCH 

Third (706) 

McConnell and Bavol’s OLD ENGLAND’S PRINCESS OF EMPRESS (Teirwgwyn Papergangsta 

at Bullyview ex GCH Old England’s White Imperial Empress) 

American Bred Bitches 

First (714) 

McConnell and Bavol’s OLD ENGLAND’S PRINCESS OF CHANEL (Emred Huntsman ex GCH 

Old England’s Coco Chanel) Big girl with a strong head, with decent width and length and a perfect 

bite. I’d like to see more fill up under the eyes to give a bit more turn of profile and more roman finish. 

She has good bone for her size and is quite well made; she’s not as “b od ied  up” as the eventual 

winners; the framework is there, maturity should pack on the muscle and substance, and develop the 

depth of body that is so pleasing to the eye. She is well bent and powerful in the rear quarters and moves 

cleanly. She’s very pleased with herself and demands attention in the ring. 

Second (718) 

Lewis, Snyder and Hudson’s UBUNTU’S VIOLET MAE OF PARADOX (CH Megaville’s Signing 

Off ex GCH Sandstone’s Conceived In Liberty for Paradox) Moderately sized girl, with excellent 

bone and substance for her size, she has a shorter head, with an ok bite with an incorrect canine. She 

has a short back and deep body, with powerful rear quarters. She could use a keener eye, and more 

width and finish from the eyes down to improve her head. Well presented, in hard muscle and shining 

coat. 

  



Open Bitches 

First (722) 

Speer, Martin and Martin’s BODINA BULPIN DRAGONFLY (GCHS Soquel Millenium Seafarer ex 

Wakatang PS I Love You) Moderately sized, well-balanced girl, with a strong and long head with 

gentle turn and decent width. Better fill under the eyes would take away some “cheekiness”. Eyes could 

be keener, but ears are well set, and she used them constantly. Her bite is scissors with correct canines. 

She has really nice big bone, is short coupled, and has a lovely angulation and development of her 

rear quarters. She moved decently and was well presented in beautiful condition. After a bit of 

annoyance with the amount of noise and confusion of the competition, a bit of space enabled her to pull 

herself together and focus on getting her job done. 

Veterans Bitch 

First (726) 

Uplinger’s CH ANNWN CAN’T GET ENUFF (Activior Enuff Already at Kilacabar ex CH Mayhem 

Hot To Trot) What a pistol! Apparently, no one has bothered to inform her that she’s an old lady. She 

still has a beautiful filled and turned head with a perfect mouth, a short, deep body with balanced 

angles front and rear, and good bone and substance. Her movement is the textbook definition of “jaunty” 

and she was obviously having a complete party being back in the ring. 

Second (730) 

Gibson’s CH NETHANBULL LIGHTING BABE WITH CEILTEACH (Camquest Eyecon ex 

Scojan Wreaking Havoc) Terrier-type girl, with a pretty head, wicked eyes and good bite. She too was 

delighted with her outing. She has good bone for her size, is balanced front to rear and pranced her way 

around the ring. 

Third (728) 

Lindquist’s GCH MADCAP WHEN IN ROME NJP NAP VA (CH Madcap Veni Vidi Vici ex CH 

TNG N Buoy’s Concrete Blond RA NA NAJ NAXOJP VAX)  

BEST OF VARIETY (727) 

Whitmer and Valizadeh’s GCHS AMAIZE SUPERNOVA (GCH Yoeckydoe’s Gamin ex CH D Bar 

Lady Ga Ga Tulsadoom) Wonderful stallion of a dog, with a magnificently packed up and filled 

head, with the wickedest of expression head-on, and big broad muzzle and deep underjaw. Profile is 

a gentle and complete curve; his bite is incorrect. He has big round bone all the way down to his feet; a 

slight tendency to toe out is not his fortune. He is short-backed and deep bodied, well angulated in the 

rear, and moves with good reach and drive. Best of Variety for his impressive, masculine breed 

virtue. He’s in beautiful hard condition and gleaming coat, immaculately presented. 

BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX (738) 

Prater-Piles and Berez’ CH FORMULA COSMIC CONNECTION TO ACTION (CH Action 

Cosmic Cowboy ex CH Kingsfarm’s Going for Action) Beautiful bitch, with a feminine but 

powerful egg of a head. She has wonderful expression, tiny dark eyes and ears up on top of her head. 

Her bite is scissors incisors, with one canine instanding. Muzzle is wide, with a deep, strong 

underjaw. She has big round bone, which is fortunate as she was carrying far too much weight. Her 

feet could be tighter. She is short-backed and deep bodied, balanced in her angulation front and rear, and 

moves accordingly, with good drive from her really well-muscled quarters. She’s a lovely balance of 

types as well; an excellent example of a middle-of-the- road style of Bull Terrier. She’s a really good 

bitch; despite her extra weight, her virtues shone through. 

SELECT DOG (735) 

Lara and Salas’ CH URBANBULLY LOCKDOWN (Ukusa Quagmire ex CH Ukusa Darkqueen 

At Urbanbully) Excellent bone and substance on this tri-marked boy. His bite is correct in a long, 

strong head with good turn, excellent finish, and good expression head-on. Dark eyes and tidy ears 

complete the package. He has a straight front, stands well up on his legs, and is short-backed, with 

nicely angulated and muscled rear quarters. He moves freely all ways of the ring, and altogether 

masculine and impressive dog in rock-hard condition and gleaming coat. 

SELECT BITCH AND NOHS (740) 

Brodeur, Holmes and Hennessy’s GCH WENDIGO PHILGIN DEVILISH DIVA AT 



PARADIGM (GCH OC Corsaire Devilish Delight at Dogmore O’Malvern ex CH Wendigo Breaking 

Bad) Lovely bitch, feminine and powerful, with a gorgeous fat, filled egg of a head and a correct bite. 

Ears are small, triangular and right on top of her head; eyes are dark, obliquely set and wicked. She has 

a pretty neck and straight front, good round bone, and tidy feet. Her quarters are muscled and well 

angulated and she moves extremely well. Her cross is a weakness in her topline, but it’s a single fault 

in an extremely typey and virtuous bitch. In rock-hard condition, beautifully presented and shows like 

a bomb. 

AWARD OF MERIT (754) 

Whitman and Gardner’s CH BOBKAT WHITE HOT INDULGENCE (GCHB Bestuvall White Hot 

ex GCH Apprentice Heroine at Bobkat) Big girl, with a long head, gentle turn and heavy muzzle with 

deep underjaw, she has scissors incisors, with one canine instanding. I judged her in March and am 

impressed by the amount of maturity she has gained since then. She has loads of bone, and substance, 

but is still a bit rangy, will improve further as her chest drops and her ribs spring. She is balanced 

in her angles front and rear and moves cleanly all ways of the ring.  

AWARD OF MERIT (736) 

Glaser and Lindquist’s GCH MADCAP JUMP FOR JOY (Emred Devil’s Spy ex GCH Madcap 

Jump The Broom) Another wonderful fat egg of a head, with wicked little eyes and tidy ears on top of 

her head, big wide muzzle and deep jaw. Her bite is incorrect, but it’s a flaw in a truly wonderful 

package. She has nice bone, leading through a straight front to round cat feet, short coupled, deep 

body with better than average angulation front and rear. She is a truly “jaunty” mover and moves like 

she’s someone special. 

BEST OF BREED 

I selected the colored dog, GCHB GRABO TESTAROSSA FORMULA FOR DRAMA, for his 

overall balance and type, accompanied by impressive soundness and masculine virtue in a well-

constructed and impeccably conditioned package. There were two magnificent Bull Terriers in the 

ring; in the end, I preferred the shapeliness of the red dog in silhouette. 

BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX 

I chose the colored bitch, GCH SANDSTONE’S HONKYTONK ANGEL, as her impeccable 

conditioning gave her an edge over her competition. Both are beautiful, typey examples of the 

breed, with marvelous headpieces, and beautiful construction, but fitness paid off and Honkytonk 

Angel absolutely shone, standing and on the move. 

 

 


